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 CONFIGURABLE

 NOISE REDUCING

 SUSTAINABLE

 TACKABLE

 DESIGNED AND MADE IN THE USA

 BLEACH CLEANABLE

 5-YEAR WARRANTY

Cooee is all about enhancing existing spaces and 
defining new ones, when and where you need them. 
Break-out zones, co-working hubs, common areas, 
libraries, meeting spaces - you name it.

The Cooee range of mobile walls, desking screens, wall tiles and wall panels 
come in a range of eye-popping colors and use an integrated tool rail with 
interchangeable trays, hooks, hoods and whiteboards, to make them your own.

All Cooee accessories are interchangeable across our walls and desking screens.

WHAT’S YOUR SPACE?



Hooks x2

Cups x2
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MOBILE WALLS
Welcome to the ultimate alternative to inflexible 
and expensive office fit outs. Cooee Mobile Walls 
are easy to move and simple to connect, so you can 
create the spaces you need at the drop of a hat.
Their lightweight internal frames are complemented by a steel base to 
give them strength, while the combination of sustainable, sound absorbing 
PET and a noise blocking membrane offer superior noise reduction. 

Make your life easy by choosing one of 10 preconfigured walls,  
or make your own by choosing your height, color and accessories. 

Easy.

COOEE  
TOOL  
WALL 
An almost blank canvas 
for hanging jackets and 
collecting pens.



Cups x2

Small Whiteboard x2

Hooks x4

Hooks x4

Large Whiteboard x1
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COOEE  
PRESENTATION  
WALL 
It’s a whiteboard triple 
play - 3 erasable, magnetic 
whiteboards that are perfect 
for teams and individuals.

COOEE  
MINI  
PRESENTATION 
WALL 
A smaller sized, double sided 
ideation wall, that’s perfect for  
a game of lunchtime Battleship.



Hooks x8

Cups x2

Small Whiteboard x8

Hooks x4

Short Tray x2

Long Tray x1

Bin x1

Cups x2
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COOEE  
DISPLAY  
WALL 
A little storage and a lot 
of display to showcase 
awards, magazines or your 
kids’ latest drawings. 

COOEE  
COLLABORATION  
WALL 
Why stop at one whiteboard  
when you can have 4 personal  
whiteboards…on each side.



Hooks x2

Cups x2

Power x1

Hooks x4

Cups x2

Short Tray x1

Bin x2
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COOEE  
STORAGE  
WALL 
The perfect space  
creator and ultimate  
multi-purpose wall.  
Store it, hang it,  
lots of it. 

COOEE  
MONITOR  
WALL
Welcome to your new video 
conferencing space with 110V, 
USB-A, USB-C power and 
space to handle a  
50” screen.



Cups x2

Bin x6 Cups x1
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COOEE  
LOUVRE  
WALL 
It’s a wall. No, it isn’t.  
Yes, it is. The easy to  
operate louvers let light in 
when you need it and keep 
sound out when you don’t.

COOEE  
BIOPHILIA 
WALL 
Remind yourself that  
Mother Nature isn’t far away 
with bins that are perfect 
homes for ferns and fronds.



Hooks x2

Cups x2
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COOEE  
FIXED 
WALL 
It’s still a fun and functional 
wall, it’s just a lot less mobile 
than a mobile wall. It’s light 
though so it clips onto a 
wall with four Z clips.

FIXED WALLS
Sometimes there’s no way around it, walls just don’t 
move. But that doesn’t mean they have to be boring. 
Our range of Cooee Fixed Walls, Tiles and Boards fix easily to any wall 
and add a little fun, function and acoustic mindfulness to a space.
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COOEE  
WALL 
TILES 
Functional wall art with an 
acoustic heart available 
in circular, rectangular, 
and square designs.

COOEE 
COLLABORATION 
WALLBOARDS AND 
WHITEBOARDS
The perfect pair. Pick your wallboard, match 
your patented whiteboard and there it is, 
your very own hangable, erasable, magnetic, 
noise reducing collaboration space.
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COOEE COLLABORATION 
WALLBOARDS AND 
WHITEBOARDS 
CONFIGURATION IDEAS
Cooee Collaboration Wallboards and Whiteboards not only 
come in a range of sizes, they’re designed to reduce noise. 
While sold individually, they’re designed to fit seamlessly together, 
making them a scalable solution for your evolving needs.

Whatever space you have we have the perfect solution for you.

Cooee Acoustic Whiteboards utilise patent pending technology.
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COOEE DESKING 
SCREENS 
Turn almost any desk or table into a 
private, productive workspace with a 
sense of style and a lot of storage. 
The smart design delivers simple cable management, 
non-destructive installation and comes in a range of 
sizes. Fancy a little extra acoustic and visual privacy? 
Why not add a Cooee Desking Visor or Hood.  

COOEE  
DESKING 
SCREENS 
More than just a divider, it’s 
a 3-layer noise absorbing 
shield that come in 7-sizes 
and has a built-in tool rail 
for a little vertical storage.
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COOEE  
DESKING 
WING
Let your ideas take flight 
with a little more privacy. 
Compact design meets visual 
continuity and the choice 
of left or right placement.  

COOEE  
DESKING 
DIVIDER
Shut out noisy neighbors with 
the Cooee Desking Divider that 
also doubles as a modesty 
screen. The 3-layer noise 
absorbing design and integrated 
Tool Rail offer vertical storage 
in front and to the side.
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COOEE ACCESSORIES
Each interchangeable Cooee accessory is super easy to 
hook into the Tool Rail that’s built into Cooee products. 
The Cooee Accessories that are made of steel, come in 12 eye-popping  
powder coats. Which color and where you hook them is completely up to you. 

Not sure which Cooee Accessory suits your Cooee Wall or Desking Screen? 
No worries, refer to the handy chart on page 26 to match the perfect fit.

Cup
This is where you put those pens, erasers and scissors that 
never have a home - you know the ones. It also acts as a 
connector so that walls can “cupple” together.

Hook
It’s hard to say much about a well-designed, sturdy hook  
other than its perfect for hanging bags, shirts, coats, 
headphones and speakers.

Long Tray 
40”, a non-slip insert with a little cable management know how 
and raised edges will soon become home for those workplace 
must haves like phones and markers.

Short Tray
20”, a non-slip insert with a little cable management know  
how and raised edges. Offers you the same function the long 
tray does, just with half the length. 

Long Bin
40”, a non-slip insert with a little cable management know how 
and 4.5” depth holds those taller things like thermos mugs, that 
ruin your day when you drop them. 

Short Bin
20”, a non-slip insert with a little cable management know how 
and 4.5” depth. Offers you the same function the long bin does, 
just with half the length.

Planter Insert
Crafted to perfectly complement Cooee Half and Three Quarter 
walls, the Cooee Planter Insert (4” deep) seamlessly integrates 
into your workspace, infusing it with a touch of biophilia.

Wall Visor 
It’s all about managing noisy neighbors. Simply screw into  
the top of any mobile wall. Trust us, the overhanging design 
and 2.5” increase in wall height makes a huge difference to  
its acoustic properties.

Desking Visor
Pre-glued to maintain shape, it ships ready to install. Seamless 
integration designed to further enhance privacy and acoustics. 

Desking Hood
Your gateway to a focused workspace. Its clever open design 
on each side, acts as a transmittal of light and occupancy to 
create your personal oasis of productivity.

Large Whiteboard
The 47.5” x 78.5” dry erasable, magnetic whiteboard hangs  
on a pair of Hooks. It’s what we used to start designing  
Cooee Mobile Walls!

Small Whiteboard
The 19.9” x 25.8” whiteboard is also erasable and magnetic,  
it’s just smaller and hangs on one Hook. Simple really. 

Personal Whiteboard 
At 11.5” x 11.5” dry erasable, magnetic whiteboard is the 
ultimate tool to take your brainstorming and note-taking  
to a whole new level. 

Wall Adjustable Foot 
The accessory that’s keeps your wall as steady as a rock,  
but still allows it to glide across hard surfaces or carpet  
when required.

Productivity Accessory Pack 
Signal your availability: Green (grass) if you’re up for a chat or 
Red (ochre) for deep focus. Quick visual cues that say, “Don’t 
disturb me, I’m on a roll!” This pack includes three cards, Red, 
Green and a Writable one along with a cup and a hook, to keep 
your essentials within arm’s reach.

Productivity Cards
Set of 3. Red (ochre), Green (grass) and a Writeable 
card to signal your availability. Green if you’re up 
for a chat or red for deep focus. Quick visual cues 
that say, “Don’t disturb me, I’m on a roll!”
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COOL COLORS &  
FUNC.Y FINISHES
Cooee is made from the highest quality steel, and 
sustainable PET. Surfaces are made from PET that’s 
available in 24 colorful colors, or if you’re after a 
more natural look 4 terrific timber prints. 
The steel accessories are what make your Cooee your own. They’re 
available in 12-eye popping powder coats, so you can complement 
or contrast the PET. Pick an accessory pack and they are all the 
same color, but if you fancy a little mixing and matching, choose 
an individual accessory in whichever color your heart desires. 

Powder Coat

SpiceTeal Marigold TangoFern Terracotta

Light Grey DenimGunmetalAnodized Silver Matte BlackBengal White

Plain PET

Brick

Fossil

Slate

Sunshine

Linen

Chambray

Cadet

Malachite

Ecru

Smoke

Pewter

Olive

Bark

Greige

Midnight

Grass

Mandarin

Pebble

Tar

Ochre

Ivory

Frost

Sky

Cobalt

Timber Print PET

Eucalyptus Spotted GumIronbark Merbau

COOEE ACCESSORIES
Confused about which Cooee Accessory suits your 
Cooee Wall or Desking Screen? No worries, we’ve got you 
covered with a handy chart to match the perfect fit!

COOEE 
ACCESSORY

COOEE  
HALF WALL

COOEE  
THREE 
QUARTER WALL

COOEE  
WALL

COOEE 
DESKING 
SCREEN

COOEE 
DESKING 
DIVIDER

COOEE 
DESKING 
WING

Wall Visor

Long Bin 40” >54”

Short Bin 20”

Long Tray 
40” >54”

Short Tray 
20”

Hook

Cup

Personal 
Whiteboard

Small 
Whiteboard

Large 
Whiteboard

Not 
recommended 

with Power 
Option

Productivity 
Pack

Wall 
Adjustable 
Foot

Planter Insert

Desking  
Visor

Desking 
Hood

Requires Desking Divider 
and Screen (combination)
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